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• For August, LISEP’s TRU increased for the third 
consecutive month, from the July rate of 22.3% to 
22.5%. When analyzed in tandem with the TRU Out of 
the Population (TRU OOP) – a measure of TRU for the 
entire U.S. population, not just the active workforce – 
it appears that while previously discouraged workers 
are returning to the labor market, not all are able to 
find full-time, living-wage jobs.

• Black workers saw the biggest jump in TRU, 
increasing by 0.6 percentage points, from 25.8% 
to 26.4%. This, with the TRU OOP climbing by 0.7 
percentage points, indicates that a larger percentage 
of Black workers are unable to earn a living wage, 
likely from a reduction in hours, being involuntarily 
moved to part-time status, or holding jobs unable to 
lift them above the federal poverty level.

• Hispanic workers saw no change in the TRU from 
July to August, holding steady at 26.3%, with 
White workers tracking the national average and 
increasing by 0.2 percentage points, to 20.7%. Male 
TRU increased a full percentage point, from 17.5% to 
18.5%, while women dropped a half percentage point, 
from 27.5% to 27.0%.

• Minimal educational attainment continues to be 
a predictor of a higher TRU, with living-wage job 
opportunities continuing to be an issue for workers 
with only a high school diploma. The TRU for this 
group jumped 2.5 percentage points, from 24.5% to 
27.0%. Likewise, those without a high school degree 
saw their TRU increase, from 47.3% to 47.6%. TRU for 
workers with some college (but no college degree) 
dropped, from 25.6% to 23.7%, but an analysis of the 
TRU OOP, which only fell by 0.1 percentage points, 
indicates this decline is likely due to discouraged 
workers in this cohort leaving the workforce.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:

OVERVIEW: 

The Ludwig Institute for Shared 
Economic Prosperity (LISEP) 
has issued its monthly True Rate 
of Unemployment (TRU) for 
August 2022. The TRU, which 
measures the percentage of 
“functionally unemployed” in the 
American workforce – defined as 
the jobless, plus those seeking 
but unable to find a full-time 
job that pays above the poverty 
level after adjusting for inflation 
– stands at 22.5% for the month 
of August. This is an increase of 
0.2 percentage points over the 
July rate.
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